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� Decouple turbulence-chemistry interaction based on dynamic zone flamelet concept.

� Both zone division and flamelet evolve dynamically based on local conditions.

� Model accuracy and efficiency confirmed by the DNS validation.
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A dynamic zone flamelet model (DZFM) is proposed to decouple the turbulence-chemistry

interactions in supersonic combustion modeling based on local statistical homogeneity

assumption. The whole turbulent combustion field is divided into a finite number of

control zones, and the chemical status in each zone is represented by a local flamelet,

which evolves according to the spatial exchange with its neighbors, chemical reactions

controlled by representative temperature, and differential diffusion in the mixture fraction

space. Both the zone division and its representative flamelet are dynamically updated for

better representing the local chemical status. The zone-based flamelet model is then

applied to large eddy simulation of a supersonic hydrogen flame based on 106.23 million

cells and 30,0� 91 flamelet zones. The predictions agree well with the DNS calculation,

with the auto-ignition process and the flame lift-off phenomenon well reproduced.

Sensitivity and cost analysis under different numbers of flamelet zones were also

conducted.

© 2020 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Conventional flamelet model is generally considered inappli-

cable for supersonic combustion modeling, because of the

complex turbulence-chemistry interaction at high Reynolds

number typically above 5� 105. Inmost hypersonic propulsion
ons LLC. Published by Els
systems, the flow residence time in microseconds is short

enough to be even comparable to the chemical time scales.

The close in time scales implies strong turbulence-chemistry

interaction (TCI) and intense scalar fluctuations. Under such

circumstances, it is well known that the effect of the fluctu-

ations of species concentration and temperature on the
evier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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nonlinear reaction rate cannot be neglected. Universal

decoupling models, like the flamelet model (FM) [1], for the

separately resolving of turbulence and chemistry in super-

sonic combustion, are thus not plausible to be applied. For this

reason, finite-rate chemistry models with full species trans-

port are usually used in supersonic combustion modeling, but

the tremendously additional computational cost would then

be required to solve the chemistry cell by cell as well as the

species transport equations one by one.

By decoupling the chemistry solving with the flow solving,

the flamelet model [1] allows the modeling of complex

chemistry at the minimum additional cost compared with the

frozen flow modeling. However, the applicability of the

flamelet model generally assumes a thin reaction zone that is

less disturbed by the turbulence and where the chemistry is

close to equilibrium, so that the reactive scalar Y can be well

related to the mixture fraction x together with additional in-

dicator variable(s) (like scalar dissipation rate c) as Y ¼ Yðx; cÞ.
The asymptotic relation may evolve in time t as Y ¼ Yðx; c;tÞ,
if some adaptation time is needed to the variation of indicator

variable(s), which is the concept of unsteady flamelet [2].

When the flame front thickness exceeds Kolmogorov length

scale or the eddy turnover velocity v
0
(Taylor-scale velocity)

exceeds the laminar flame speed Sl, the flame front is convo-

luted to form corrugated reaction zones, and may further be

broken up into distributed isolated reaction zone “islands” [3].

Although asymptotic relation may be still valid for each

fragmented flamelet (or thin reaction zone), due to the inter-

section and random orientation of those fragmented flame-

lets, no exact asymptotic relation can be derived for the

ensemble of a flame region containing a large number of

fragmented flamelets. To extend the applicability of the

flamelet model, Representative Interactive Flamelets (RIF)

model has been proposed [4,5] to correlate Y and x using the

concept of representative flamelets. The applicability of RIF is

not limited to thin reaction zones only, but is applicable to

non-equilibrium, transient and heterogeneous reaction pro-

cesses [6]. However, in the conventional FM, the RIF, and the

latest developed multi-flamelet RIF [5], the flamelet(s) are all

applied to the whole combustion field.

Due to the heterogeneous nature of supersonic combus-

tionmodelings, the instantaneous values of Ymay not bewell

correlated with the conserved scalar x for the whole com-

bustion field. In supersonic combustion modeling, the com-

plex chemistry interacts with flows covering a wide range of

speeds from subsonic to supersonic. The flow speed inside

the combustor usually has a Mach number below 3 [7,8].

However, hypersonic combustion under even higher Mach

number is possible in some local regions inside the scramjet,

for example, the combustion starts inside the high-Mach inlet

when adopting inlet injection technique [9], and incomplete

combustion may continue in the accelerating flow through

the nozzle section with a high expansion ratio. In supersonic

combustion, the chemistry is in highly nonequilibrium status

under the short flow residence time, and themixing is mostly

incomplete for nonpremixed cases. Thus both the turbulence

and combustion chemistry is extremely heterogeneous, and

different turbulence-chemistry modes exist in different flow

regions. Thereby, a single flamelet is not enough to accurately

represent the correlation between Y and x on the whole field,
i.e., there is a statistical dependence of local chemical status

on the physical coordinates other than mixture fraction.

Under such circumstances, the ensemble correlation be-

tween Y and x has been distorted at different levels by local

turbulent stirring; conventional flamelet based models are

theoretically inapplicable while finite-rate models are usually

used instead.

Instead, using the concept of local flamelets for different

flow regions, where the chemical status is influenced by

different turbulence-chemistry interaction modes, can be a

more suitable solution, as long as the local statistical homo-

geneity can be ensured through a proper zone division [10,11].

The highly nonequilibrium chemistry, the scalar dissipation,

and the differential diffusion are the three main causes for

spatial variations of chemical status versus mixture fraction.

The turbulent motion exerts influence on the flamelet evolu-

tion solely through adjusting the scalar dissipation rate. As

mentioned before, if the flamelet adapts instantaneously to

the variation of scalar dissipation rate (or strain rate), the pre-

tabulated steady flamelet model can be used [2]. However,

such convenience cannot be enjoyed in the modeling of su-

personic reacting jet involving strong strain rates, where the

characteristic diffusion time scale is comparable to the largest

chemical time scale. In highly transient supersonic combus-

tion, the local statistical homogeneity also varies from time to

time. Such statistical inhomogeneity in supersonic combus-

tion has been evidenced by the temporal [12,13] and spatial

[14e19] variation of reacting scalar profiles in the mixture

fraction space. In this study, flamelet modeling based on dy-

namic zone division is developed to allow a better local sta-

tistical homogeneity and to diminish the redistribution effect

of conditional variances. Themodel is then applied tomodel a

supersonic hydrogen jet flame for preliminary validation.
Formulation of dynamic zone flamelet model
(DZFM)

Defining a local flamelet within each zone, the conditional

species mass fraction can be calculated as Qi ¼ CYijxðx; tÞ ¼ h;

x2zoneD, where h is the sampling variable in mixture fraction

space, x represents the physical coordinate, ; x2zone implying

that the conditional average is confined within the zone.

Correspondingly, the instantaneousmass fraction is related to

Qi as

Yiðx; tÞ¼Qiðh¼ xðx; tÞ; x2 zone; tÞ þ Y
0
iðx2 zone; tÞ (1)

Here, Y
0
i represents the deviation of instantaneous value

from the conditional average within the current zone.

Certainly, it has CQ
0
i

���h; x2zoneD ¼ 0, and the zone-averaged

CQ
0
i Dzone ¼ R

CQ
0
i

���h; x2zoneDPðhÞdh ¼ 0, with PðhÞ the probability

density function (PDF) describing the distribution of instan-

taneous x within the zone. Note that as the zone shrinks, the

fluctuation never disappears but occurs at a low level since the

local statistical homogeneity would be more valid.

For completeness, the instantaneous equations for

mixture fraction x and the species mass fraction Yi with

different diffusivities are listed below,
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r
vx

vt
þ rU

!
$Vx¼V$ðrDxVxÞ (2)

r
vYi

vt
þ rU

!
$VYi ¼V $ ðrDiVYiÞ þ rWi (3)

with r is the density, U
!

is the velocity vector, Dx and Di rep-

resents the diffusivities of the mixture parcel and individual

species respectively, and Wi denotes the reaction rate with

unit s�1.

Substitute the differentiation of Eq. (1) into the instanta-

neous governing equation for species Yi (Eq (2)) and using the

conservation law of passive mixture fraction x (Eq. (3)), it ar-

rives that,

r
vQi

vt
þ rU

!
$VQi � rDiðVxÞ2v

2Qi

vh2
þ vQi

vh�
r
vx

vt
þ rU

!
$Vx�V $ ðrDxVxÞ

�
þ
�
1� Di

Dx

�
V $ ðrDxVxÞ vQi

vh

þ
 
r
vQ

0
i

vt
þ rU

!
$ VQ

0
i �V $

�
rDiVQ

0
i

�!
� rDiVx $ V

�
vQi

vh

�
� rDiV

2Qi ¼ rWi

(4)

Taking the average of Eq. (4) on conditions that 1) xðx; tÞ ¼ h

and 2) within the zone x2zone, it yields the final governing

equation for Qi as,

rh
vQi

vt
þCrU

!jhDzone $ VQiþEZFM¼rh
Di

Dx

CcjhDzonev
2Qi

vh2
þrh

�
Di

Dx

�1

�
Mh

vQi

vh

þrhCWijhD
(5)

withEZFM¼CvQ
0
i

.
vtþ U

!
$VQ

0
i �DV2Q

0
i|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

eY

�����hDzone �CrDVx$V

�
vQi

vh

�����hDzone
� CV$ðrDVQiÞjhDzone

(6)

and c is the scalar dissipation rate defined as c¼ DxðVxÞ2, rh ¼
CrjhD, and the conditional diffusion Mh ¼ CV$ðrDxVxÞjhDzone. The
second term on the LHS in Eq. (5) Represents the convective

transport of conditional variables or local flamelet in a flowing

manner among neighbor zones, such that the flamelets in the

downstream inherit the chemical status of the preceding

flamelet from the upstream, which is the physical picture in

simulating the ignition process and flame lift-off phenome-

non.While in themulti-flamelet RIF [5], the ignition is realized

by reinitializing a new flamelet as mixed-but-unburnt but

inheriting the preceding flamelet temperature. Eq. (5) de-

scribes the evolution of local flamelet within a zone due to

convection in the physical space, differential diffusion in the

mixture fraction space, and chemical reactions in the species

space. The conventional flamelet can be considered as a

special zone flamelet model taking the whole computational

domain as a single zone. The last two terms in Eq. (6) corre-

spond to the macro-transport by molecular diffusion.

Following the similar analysis in the derivation of

Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) [20],

CrDiVx$VðvQi=vhÞjhDzone�rDixD
�1=2
i $Qi�D1=2

i �Re�1=2, and
CV$ðrDVQiÞjhDzone�rD$Qi�Re�1 thus can both be neglected in

supersonic flows typically with a large Re>105. Even in some

local subsonic flow regions [7,8,21] embedded in the super-

sonic flow, the lower bound of Re > 1000 [3,22,23] can still

approximately valid the assumption. In supersonic flows, the

velocity and density are largely influenced by the Mach

number in addition to the mixture fraction, thus the approx-

imations of CU
!jhD¼ U

!
and CrjhD¼r are used. Then, it arrives at

that,Z
CeY jhDzonePðhÞdh¼ CeYDzone ¼ rvCQ

0
i Dzone

�
vtþ rU

!
$VCQ

0
i Dzone

� V$CrDVQ
0
i Dzone

¼ 0 (7)

In the application, the zone division is dynamically upda-

ted with the mixture fraction field to make each zone corre-

sponding to a narrow mixture fraction bin h2½xzone � Dx =2 ;

xzone þDx =2�, where xzone is the zone averaged mixture fraction,

and Dx represents the variation range of the instantaneous

mixture fraction within a zone. Through refining the zone

division, Dx shrinks and the PDF distribution within each zone

collapses to a Dirac delta function centered on h ¼ xzone, i.e.,R
CeYjhDzonedðh ¼ xzoneÞdh ¼ CeYjh ¼ xzoneDzCeYjh ¼ xDzone ¼ 0. It im-

plies that the conditional variance terms in Eq. (6) can be

neglected through a dynamic zone division adaptive to the

mixture fraction field. Previous numerical validation has

confirmed the shrinking of Dx and the collapse of PDF from a b

function to a Dirac delta function.

The implementation details of DZFM are briefly introduced

here. The conditional scalar dissipation rate CcjhD is modeled

by amplitude mapping closure (AMC) model [24] as in the

generic CMC model, the mean scalar dissipation rate ~c is

calculated by its relationship with the mixture fraction vari-

ance ~c ¼ CD
f
x
002=tD [25] with CD ¼ 4.0, fx002 the mixture fraction

variance and tD the subgrid time scale. The conditional

diffusion Mh is related to CcjhD [26]. A historical statistics

approach [10] similar to the one used in Ref. [27] is developed

to estimate the flamelet temperature, which significantly

saves the computational cost of solving the conditional energy

equation with numerous unclosed conditional sub-models.

Those zone-statistical flamelet temperature controls the re-

action progress within each own zone, implying that a react-

ing mixture parcel, whose status is described by the current

zone flamelet, will experience reactions under different in-

tensities when transporting from one zone to the other zones

from a lagrangian viewpoint. Contrary to the standard

flamelet model, the flame temperature was iteratively

computed from the total enthalpy based on that ~H ¼P ~YaHað~TÞ, where ~H and Ha are the absolute enthalpy for the

mixture and each individual species under the mass fraction

of ~Ya, rather than retrieving directly from the integration of

the flamelet table. In such way [28e32], various compress-

ibility and heat-loss effects, including isoentropic compres-

sion/expansion, shock wave, viscous dissipation, and wall

heat transfer etc., can be accounted for in solving the flow

governing equation of ~H, based on the simple fact that the

temperature in supersonic flow is not only correlated with the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.05.189
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mixture fraction but also significantly influenced by the vari-

ation of Mach number, the entropy loss, and other nonadia-

batic effects. The local compressibility effects on the chemical

reactions have been accounted for by passing the zone-

averaged pressure and the zone-sampled temperature from

the flow module, which can better represent the local per-

turbations due to compressibility than the rescaling approach

[32]. The compressibility corrections on the chemical reaction

rate [3] and the subgrid-scale (SGS) viscosity [33] were found to

have negligible effects forMach number below 2 [34], although

may need to be activated for higher Mach numbers. The

integration from conditional species stored in the flamelet to

the unconditional values is conducted based on b-function

PDF, which is a function of themeanmixture fraction ~x and its

variance fx}2. Favre mean equations for ~x and f
x}2 are respec-

tively solved from their governing equations [35].
Numerical implementation

Governing equations

The unsteady and three-dimensional Favre-averaged

compressible reactive Navier-Stokes equations (rNSE) are

solved for a set of conservative variables (r, ~ui, ~Ht, ~Ya) [36,37],

vr

vt
þ vr~uj

vxj
¼ 0 (8)

vr~ui

vt
þ vr~uj~ui

vxj
þ vp
vxi

� v~tij
vxj

¼ �vtij

vxj
(9)

vr ~Ht

vt
þ vr~uj

~Ht

vxj
� v

vxj

 
rDT

v ~Ht

vxj
þ
XL
a¼1

rDa

v~Ya

vxj

~Ha

!
� vp

vt
� v~uj~tij

vxj
¼

� vJT;j

vxj
(10)

vr~Ya

vt
þ vr~uj

~Ya

vxj
� v

vxj

�
rDa

v~Ya

vxj

�
¼ � vJa;j

vxj
þ ua (11)

p¼ rR~T (12)

~Ht ¼ ~Hþ 1
2
~ui~ui ¼ ~H

0 þ
ZT
0

CpdTþ 1
2
~ui~ui (13)

Here the bar “-” and the tilde “~” represent averaged and

Favre-averaged quantities respectively, t denotes the time, xi

is the Cartesian coordinate in direction i, r is the density, ~ui is

the velocity component in xi direction (spatial dimension i¼ 1,

2, 3), p is the pressure, ~tij is the viscous stress tensor, ~Ht ¼ ~Hþ
0:5~u2

i is the total absolute enthalpy obtained as the sum of the

absolute enthalpy ~H and the resolved kinetic energy, the ab-

solute enthalpy ~H is calculated as the sum of the formation

enthalpy ~H
0

at standard reference state and the sensible

enthalpy change from the reference temperature to T, ~Ya is the

mass fraction of species a (a ¼ 1, …, L, with L the total species

number), the specific heat Cp is a function of species
concentrations and temperature, ua is the averaged mass

production rate of chemical species a in the unit of

kg$ m�3$ s�1, ~T is the temperature,Daismixture-averagedmass

diffusivity of species a calcualted based on the Fitered values

(p, ~T, ~Ya), DT is the thermal diffusivity calcualted based on the

Fitered values, R ¼ Ru=W is the gas constant, Ru ¼
8:314 J$ mol�1 $K�1is the universal gas constant,

W ¼ ðPL
a¼1Ya=WaÞ�1 is the molar weight of the multi-

component mixture. Note that Eq. (11) has been replaced by

Eq. (5) in this study but is included here for completeness.

According to the Stokes’s hypothesis which ignoring the bulk

viscosity, the shear-stress tensor for a Newtonian fluid is

calculated as:

~tij ¼ rnð~TÞ
�
2~Sij �2

3
dij~Skk

�
(14)

where n is a temperature-dependent kinetic viscosity, and the

rate-of-strain tensor of the resolved scales is calculated as:

~Sij ¼1
2

�
v~ui

vxj
þ v~uj

vxi

�
(15)

The subgrid-scale (SGS) stresses (tij) and turbulent fluxes

(JT;j and Ja;j) in Eq. (9)~(11) are unclosed and both require

specificmodeling. The SGS stress defined as tij ¼ rðguiuj � ~ui~ujÞ,
is modeled by the Boussinesq eddy viscosity hypothesis,

where the SGS stresses are also taken to be proportional to ~Sij,

tij ¼
�
tij � 1

3
dijtkk

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

deviatoric

þ 1

3
dijtkk|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

isotropic

¼ � rnsgs

�
2~Sij � 2

3
dij~Skk

�
þ 2

3
dijrkt

(16)

where nsgs is the eddy viscosity given by the specified turbu-

lence model, kt is the unresolved turbulent kinetic energy.

The turbulent enthalpy flux term JT;j ¼ rðgujHt �~uj
~HtÞ is

modeled by the gradient diffusion assumption as

JT;j ¼ � 2r
nsgs

Prt

v ~Ht

vxj
(17)

where Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number. The turbulent

species diffusion term Ja;j ¼ rðgujYa �~uj
~YaÞ is also modeled

using the gradient diffusion assumption as

Ja;j ¼ � 2r
nsgs

Sct

v~Ya

vxj
(18)

where Sct is the turbulent Schmidt number. Unity Prt and Sct
are used in this study.

The thermodiffusion (Soret effect), barodiffusion, and

mass-driven diffusion of heat (Dufour effect) are ignored in

the Favre-averaged species and energy equations Eqs. 10 and

11. In the Favre-average species Eq. (10), the SGS species

diffusive flux v
vxj

 
r
gDa

vYa

vxj
�rDa

v~Ya

vxj

!
is neglected. In the Favre-

averaged energy Eq. (11), the SGS energy diffusive flux

v
vxj

 g
rDT

vHt
vxj

� rDT
v ~Ht
vxj

þPL
a¼1

 
r
gDa
vYa

vxj
Ha � rDa

v~Ya

vxj
~Ha

!!
, and SGS

viscous dissipation term v
vxj

ðgtijui �~tij~uiÞ are also neglected.
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A hydrogen/oxygen chemical mechanism with 9 species

and 19 reversible reaction steps [38,39], which has been vali-

dated over a wide pressure range (0.3e87 atm), is used to

describe the flow properties and combustion chemistry. Ac-

curate fluid properties are crucial to reproduce the flow be-

haviors. Thermodynamic properties are obtained from the

NIST-JANAF thermophysical database [40]. Transport proper-

ties of the gas mixture, such as viscosity, thermal and mass

diffusivities are calculated using the chemical kinetics pack-

age CHEMKIN-II [41] based on a CHEMKIN-format transport

database. The mixture thermal diffusivity is calculated based

on the conductivity and specific heat. Viscosity and thermal

conductivity are averaged by themodifiedWilke’s law [42] and

the combination averaging, respectively. Mass diffusivities

are also mixture-averaged, and the mass conservation is

achieved by setting nitrogen as the inert gas.

Turbulence closure

The Boussinesq hypothesis assuming isotropic dissipation is

used to relate unresolved turbulent stresses to the rate of

strain of the resolved velocity field by specifying the SGS vis-

cosity in LES. Gradient diffusion models parameterized by

constant turbulent Prandtl (Prt¼1.0) and Schmidt (Sct¼1.0)

numbers are used to account for the heat andmass fluxes due

to unresolved turbulent eddies. In this study, closure of the

SGS stress tensor and scalar fluxes is accomplished by speci-

fying an eddy viscosity nsgs calculated from the SGS turbulent

kinetic energy ksgs,

nsgs ¼Ckk
1=2
sgsD (19)

where Ck is a constant, D is the SGS filter width equal to the

local grid dimension V1=3 with V the cell volume, ksgs is

modeled by the dynamic subgrid kinetic energymodel (DKEM)

[43] to better capture the non-equilibrium kinetic energy

transfer in the jet shear layer under high thermal expansion

rate,

r
vksgs

vt
þ r

e
U
!

$ Vksgs ¼V $
	
rDeffVksgs


� tij $ V
e
U
!� C

ε

rk3=2
sgs

D
(20)

whereDeff is the effective diffusivity. Themodel coefficients Ck

and Cn are determined dynamically [44,45] based on the hy-

pothesis that there is a significant correlation between the

SGS stress tij and the subtest-scale Leonard stress Lij [46].

Comparative studies of the performance of different SGS

models [47e50] show that the k-equation model has advan-

tages in modeling non-equilibrium turbulent dissipation and

capturing fine-level fluctuation properties compared to alge-

braic models (e.g., Smagorinsky model [51]).

Solver

The modeling is performed by the compressible reacting flow

solver AstroFoam, which is developed on the basis of the

compressible flow solver rhoCentralFoam distributed with

open-source CFD package OpenFOAM [52] mainly through

adding the features of multi-species transport and multi-

component reaction. Similar solvers developed based on

rhoCentralFoam by different research groups [53e55] have
been applied in the LES modeling of supersonic combustion.

AstroFoam, together with the original rhoCentralFoam solver,

was firstly validated for various frozen flows, including the

canonical shock tube problem, forward step flow, hypersonic

flow over a biconic and supersonic jets [50,56e58]. The solver

is then applied for various scramjet combustor cases

[8,21,59e64] to examine its accuracy and robustness in the

engineering modeling of supersonic combustion.

In this study, the nonlinear inviscid convective fluxes are

evaluated by the combination use [65] of a second-order semi-

discrete central Kurganov-Tadmor (KT) scheme [66] and the

second-order central scheme in the skew-symmetric form [67]

to reduce the numerical dissipation in subsonic regions. A

third-order spatial accuracy in reconstructing primitive

convective fluxes at faces is achieved by the scale-selective

discretization (SSD) scheme [68]. The temporal integration is

advanced by the second-order Crank-Nicholson scheme

[69,70].

Test case and numerical setup

The test supersonic combustion case has been modeled by Lu

and Jin [71e73] using DNS. The test case models a co-flowed

fuel jet issued from a round orifice with a diameter of

D¼ 1.44mm. The fuel stream consists of 85%H2 and 15%N2 by

volume and has a uniform temperature of 305 K. The fuel jet

speed is 904m/s, which corresponds to aMach number (Ma) of

1.2 and a Reynolds number of 2.2� 104. The air coflow has a

subsonic speed of 20m/s andwas heated to 1150 K to facilitate

the ignition of the fuel.

The computation domain is a three-dimensional rectan-

gular geometry in the dimensions of -6D < x, z < 6D, 0<y < 17D,

with the jet axis along the y-direction. The mesh is generated

by the Cartesian CutCell method [74], which produces high-

quality uniform hexahedral grid cells for more than 98% of

the domain volume in this study, while tetrahedron, wedge,

and pyramid cells are filled only in large-curvature regions,

e.g., those near the circular injector. A total of five mesh res-

olutions with cell numbers from 32.47, 47.88, 64.57, 83.89, to

106.23 million are tested. The mesh is clustered around the

hydrogen jet and then stretched towards the lateral bound-

aries in the lateral and spanwise directions (x- and z-di-

rections). The smallest cells, which are located on the jet axis,

are 64 mm, which is eight times the smallest Kolmogorov scale

estimated to be 8 mm occurred at y ¼ 5D on the axis. The

largest cells located near the lateral walls vary from 128 mm to

256 mm in the tested meshes.

As in the DNS configuration [75], fixed pressure, tempera-

ture, and velocity on the inlets of hydrogen jet (101,325 Pa,

305 K, 904 m/s) and air coflow (1150 K, 20 m/s) are set, while

zero-gradient pressure condition is set for the subsonic air

coflow inlet. Both the jet and air flows are initially in laminar

status in the DNS calculation, thus zero turbulent intensity is

set on both the inlets. The open boundary condition is applied

to the outlet, where the zero-gradient condition is used for the

outflow, while fixed ambient flow properties as the same as

the coflow are specified for temperature and gas compositions

in the case of return flow. In order tominimize the influence of

the outlet boundary, the computational domain has been

expanded in the streamwise direction from 15D in the DNS
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calculation to 17D in the current LES modeling. A constant

total pressure of 1 atm is set on the lateral boundary, which

allows both an outflow or an entrainment inflow through. The

velocity on the lateral boundary is applied as a zero-gradient

condition for outflow and obtained from the patch-face

normal component of the internal-cell value for inflow. The

temperature on the lateral boundary is set as zero-gradient for

the outflow and the coflow temperature for the inflow.

In the implementation of DZFM, there can be two types of

zone division methods. One is to discretize the computation

domain according to the physical coordinate as in CMC, and

the other is to dynamically divide the domain according to the

local flow conditions. In this study, the dynamic zone division

based on both the time-variant mixture fraction fields and the

physical coordinate is used. The zone is firstly uniformly

divided into a finite number of swathes along the streamwise

direction with a uniform height. Then each swath is further

divided into 91 bins according to the local mixture fraction.

The zone division is updated every 1000 time steps (approxi-

mately z7 ms) with the local flow conditions.

The computations are performed in parallel at the national

supercomputer center in Tianjin (TH-1) using 280 CPU cores

(Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690v4 with the base frequency of

2.60 GHz). The time step is limited both by a maximum Cou-

rant number of 0.5 and a user-specifiedmaximum time step of

1 � 10�8 s. The typical time step in the modeling is 7 � 10�9 s.

The flow-through time (FTT) based on the inlet jet velocity and

the stream-wise domain length is 27 ms? The modeling was

advanced with 20 FTTs for data sampling and statistics. The

modeling based on the finest mesh costs around 1,424,� 280

CPU hours, which is 50 times less than the DNS modeling

based on 975 million cells [75].
Results and discussion

Validation in a supersonic reacting jet

Fig. 1 compares the predictions of mean axial velocity under

different mesh resolutions with the DNS data [75]. The

agreements are generally good, except that the coarsest mesh

(32.47 million cells) slightly overpredicts the axial velocity.

Compared with the DNS data, two observable differences

exist near the jet entrance and the outlet. The initial
Fig. 1 e (a) Comparison of axial profiles of mean
compression and expansion process in the current LES

modeling is not observed in the DNS modeling, which could

be due to different configurations of the inlet velocity, e.g.,

using a top-hat profile. Since no additional information is

provided for the setup of the inlet velocity profile, no top hat

profile has been configured in the current modeling. Due to

the large velocity difference, the strong initial shear stress in

the jet boundary produces a small oscillation in the near-field

pressure. Nevertheless, such small variation (<0.2%) is

considered to have little influence on subsequent jet devel-

opment. The sudden rise of velocity in the far downstream

near the outlet in the DNS modeling is expected to be artifi-

cially caused by the outlet boundary condition. Theoretically,

the axial velocity should always decay due to the viscous ef-

fect if without any external forces(s) (like buoyancy). The rise

of axial velocity in the last state in the DNS calculation in-

dicates that an artificial suction force has been produced on

the outlet. However, duo the hyperbolic flow feature of su-

personic flow, the adverse influence of the outlet cannot

vitiate the upstream flow. In order to minimize the influence

of the outlet boundary, the computational domain in the

current modeling has been extended in the streamwise di-

rection for an additional distance of 2D. Since no experi-

mental data are available, the relative errors are calculated in

reference to the finest LES modeling with 106.23 million cells,

as |UeU106.23M|/U106.23M. From the logarithmic diagram in

Fig. 1 (b), both the mean and maximum errors decrease

almost linearly as the mesh is refined. The relative errors are

all smaller than 2.2%, which satisfies the requirement of grid

independence. In the following analysis, the results based on

the finest mesh are analyzed.

Fig. 2 (a) compares the peak temperature in the shear/

mixing layer by discretizing the whole field into different

numbers of equal-width swathes in the streamwise direction

while maintaining the same discretization number in the

mixture fraction space (91 points). The temperature profiles

deviate considerably from the others when treating the

streamwise domain as an ensemble (1� 91 zones) and as

three swathes (3� 91 zones). Under fine axial discretizations

with more than 61 swathes, the temperature profiles are

generally similar to each other. As the zone shrinks, those

zone-sampled parameters (e.g., for scalar dissipation rate,

temperature, and pressure) can represent the localmixing and

chemical status more accurately since their spatial variations
velocity, and (b) grid convergence analysis.
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Fig. 2 e (a) Temperature dependence on the zone discretization, and (b) the computational cost scaled by that of the finite-

rate chemistry modeling, and the combustion modeling time scaled by the entire computational time under different zone

discretizations.
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have been effectively truncated. However, when the flamelet

zone spans a wider range in the streamwise direction, the

operation of zone average and zone-based conditional

average would smear the difference between the upstream

and downstream reacting regions. For example, the upstream

mixture will be artificially ignited by the downstream burnt

mixture since they are within the same zone and share the

same flamelet, as observed from the higher initial tempera-

ture for 1� 91 zones and 3� 91 zones in Fig. 2 (a). The initial

temperature with 61� 91 zones and 12,3� 91 zones is also

slightly higher than that in the two finest-zone cases. The

wide spatial spanning of the flamelet zone also tends to pro-

duce a zone average or zone-based conditional average

considerably lower than the peak value since the median

value is always selected, e.g., a lower representative temper-

ature. Correspondingly the reacting progress under the con-

trol of the representative temperature has obviously been

slowed down for 1� 91 zones and 3� 91 zones as indicated by

the lower flame temperature in Fig. 2 (a) For the two finest

zone case, the almost identical profiles indicate that the zone

convergence has been achieved. In the following analysis, the

division with 30,0� 91 zones will be used if not specified

otherwise.

As the zone division refines, the computational cost

(denoted by computational time) for the combustionmodeling

part increases drastically as more zone flamelets need to be

resolved, while the flow modeling part remains nearly the

same cost. However, even with the finest zone division, the

entire computational cost is still small compared with the

finite-rate chemistrymodelingwith full species transport. The

computational cost of DZFM calculations in Fig. 2 (b) has been

scaled by the cost of the finite-rate chemistry modeling, and

the DZFM calculation with 30,0� 91 zones takes only 17.7%,

even less than 1/5 of the cost of the finite-rate chemistry

modeling. The ratio of combustionmodeling time to the entire

computational time increases almost linearly with the zone

discretization number, from15.4% for 1� 91 zones to 41.2% for

30,0� 91 zones, while more than half, 61.5% of the cost is

spent in the finite-rate chemistry modeling. The computa-

tional cost also increases significantly due to the resolving of

all the species transport equations in finite-rate chemistry,
while only two equations for mixture fraction and its variance

are solved in DZFM.

Figs. 3 and 4 compare the radial distributions of mean ve-

locity and temperature at different axial heights. Here d1=2

refers to the jet width defined by the radial distance where the

velocity is half of that on the axis. The current predictions of

radial velocity profiles are in good agreement with the DNS

data, with only minor differences near the jet boundary. The

“smearing” effect on the jet boundary in the LES modeling

could be overcome by further refining the mesh towards the

implicit LES or DNS level through reducing the numerical

dissipation to enable a sharper jet boundary capture. The

radial temperature profiles are also in reasonable agreement

with the DNS data. Compared with the traditional flamelet

model based on a single flamelet, the current zone-based

flamelet modeling offers a more accurate description of the

local chemical status. In the stage of y ¼ 0-1D, the initial re-

actions produce relatively low temperature, which has been

well reproduced by using a fine streamwise zone discretiza-

tion. The local flamelet evolves from a pure mixing status

succeeded from the inlet boundary flux. As the jet flows from

0D to 1D, the mixture in the mixture fraction space reacted

under the same flow residence time, thus mimicking the

ignition process in the real flow. Subsequently, the flamelet at

y ¼ 1D is transported to the downstream y ¼ 2D with the re-

actions continue in the mixture fraction space. The radial

temperature profile is successfully reproduced at y ¼ 2D,

indicating that the flamelet there well represents the local

composition status versus the mixture fraction. At y ¼ 4D, the

peak temperature in the DNS modeling has a sudden drop,

whereas the current LES prediction does drop but at a lower

level, as also indicated in Fig. 2 (a). Lu [76] explained that the

lower temperature is due to suddenly enhanced mixing with

the colder jet flow after the natural transition at around

y ¼ 3D. However, the prediction of such laminar-to-turbulent

transition behavior falls out the capability of the current

explicit LESmodel. In this study, the jet flow starts from a very

weak turbulence status tomimic the initial laminar status, but

a more accurate prediction of the turbulent evolution may

require a more delicate approach like implicit LES based on a

finer mesh. The radial temperature profile at y ¼ 8D is also
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Fig. 3 e Comparison of radial profiles of mean velocity at (a) y ¼ 1D, (b) 2D, (c) 4D, and (d) 8D.

Fig. 4 e Comparison of radial profiles of mean temperature at (a) y ¼ 1D, (b) 2D, (c) 4D, and (d) 8D.
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comparable with the DNS prediction, indicating that the re-

action progress from 0D to 8D has been reasonably reproduced

in the evolvement of the flamelet while being transported

from the upstream to the downstream.

In Fig. 5, the instantaneous flame is presented as the con-

tours of temperature overlaid by the vortex structures and the

mass fraction of H2O. As stated in the DNS study [75], the jet is
lifted and auto-ignited, which has been successfully repro-

duced in the current zone-based flamelet modeling. If regis-

tering ignition when themean temperature reaches a value of

1400 K, which indicates an obvious temperature rise of 250 K

above the initial oxidizer temperature, the flame lift-off dis-

tance is determined to be 0.8D, which is comparable to the

DNS prediction of 0.86D [75]. While in the ensemble flamelet
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Fig. 5 e (A) Vortex structure represented by the iso-surfaces of Q-criterion (the second invariant of the velocity gradient

tensor) at 2 £ 1010 s¡2 and colored by static temperature, (b) flame structure represented by the contour of H2O mass

fraction.
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case (1� 91 zones), the flame is artificially ignited at the very

beginning (with nearly zero lift-off distance) by the down-

stream burnt status as denoted in Fig. 2 (a). The high tem-

perature mainly occurs in a thin layer attached to the jet core.

At around y ¼ 4D, an intermittence in the high-temperature

layer can be observed as in the DNS calculation [72], which

is reflected as the slightly lower temperature in Fig. 4(c). A

single flamelet is incapable of reproducing such an ignition

process and the lifted flame base, as the downstream equi-

librium chemical status would artificially ignite the upstream

mixture. The gradual erosion of the H2O contour into the jet

core with the increasing of the axial height in Fig. 5 (b) exhibits

the establishment of a fully mixing and complete burning

status towards the outlet. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), at

y ¼ 1.5D and y ¼ 12D, the shear/mixing layer has two sudden

thickening; the former is due to the formation of ring vortexes,

while the latter is due to the breakdown of the ring and

streamwise vortexes into fine vortexes.

Fig. 6 shows the time-variation of the flamelet zones,

which are dynamically adapting to the short-time averaged

mixture fraction field. In the current zone division strategy,

the turbulent fields are equidistantly cut into a finite number

of swathes along the streamwise direction (þy direction), then

the swathes are further cut into a finite number of annual

rings according to the local mean mixture fraction, as though

the tree rings on a stump. The mixture fraction distribution

varies significantly in the violent mixing region, thus the zone

division needs to be updated more frequently in the down-

stream region. Note that the zone division also varies with the

axial height since the mixture fraction distribution varies.

Through constantly adapting the zone division with the time-

variant mixture fraction field, each flamelet zone corresponds

to a small mixture fraction subspace. If the mixture fraction

subspace of the current flamelet zone does not correspond to

any subset of the mixture fraction field, the current flamelet
zone will be “frozen” temporally. For example, at the current

shown downstream location of y ¼ 17D, the fuel-rich mixture

fraction range vanishes due to the dispersion, thus only those

flamelet zones corresponding to fuel-lean conditions are

activated. Similarly, in the upstream, the mixture fraction

distribution ismuch concentrated, thus only a few numbers of

flamelet zones corresponding to the extremes of fuel-rich and

oxygen-rich conditions are activated. The zone flamelet

equation for those “frozen” zones is not solved as no CFD cells

have been assigned to them, and therefore all the zone-based

or zone-statistical variables (like representative temperature)

becomemeaningless. Accordingly, the computational cost for

those “frozen” zones can be saved, with only a minimum

memory cost. However, those “frozen” zones have the prob-

ability of being re-activated, and the frozen chemical status

will be updated once again in a future time step, remembering

that the zone division is constantly updating with the time-

variant mixture fraction field. As seen, the word “frozen”

means that a flamelet is assigned to a void zone in the current

zone division, but the flamelet must be retained due to the

reuse possibility of the stored information in the “frozen”

flamelet. The zone can be in irregular shape and contains a

random number of CFD cells. Note that the flamelet zone does

not need to be continuous, but can be composed of several

isolated “islands”, as the case in Fig. 6 (a), as long as their local

mixture fraction falls into to the mixture fraction subspace

that is allocated to the flamelet zone.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the status of temperature and H2O

concentration in the flamelet zones at different axial heights

and corresponding to the stoichiometric mixture fraction.

Note that the representative temperature is not directly solved

from the flamelet energy equation but is reversely obtained

from the flow fields using the statistical enthalpy approach.

The representative temperature determines the reaction rates

within each mixture fraction bin for the flamelet assigned to
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Fig. 6 e Time evolution of dynamic adaptive zones at y ¼ 17D with an interval of 1� 10¡4 s.
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the current zone. In the flamelet zones attached to an inflow

boundary, the conditional species flux is replenished in the

pure mixing status through the zone boundary overlapping

with the inflow boundary. In the flamelet zones attached to an

outflow boundary, a zero-gradient boundary condition is

applied for the outflow conditional species flux. The chemical

status in one flamelet zone is succeeded by its neighbor zones

if the mass flux across the zone boundary between them is in
the direction from the current zone to the neighbor zone. The

flamelet is then updated as the summation of the imported

and current flamelets weighted by imported mass and the

current zone-owned mass. The current zone division strategy

along the streamwise direction implies that the flamelets

evolve physically from the unburnt mixing status in the

lowest zones to the burnt status in the downstream zones,

under the control of different representative temperature
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Fig. 7 e Representative temperature in the mixture fraction space at different HABs and subsequent times with an interval

of 2� 10¡5 s.
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Fig. 8 e Representative mass fraction of H2O in the mixture fraction space at different HABs and subsequent times with an

interval of 2� 10¡5 s.
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when through different zones. The representative tempera-

ture and the concentration of the main product (H2O) clearly

show a gradually increasing trend as the axial height in-

creases, which is an indication of the successful auto-ignition

and the gradual progress towards the equilibrium. At the

further downstream locations above HAB (height above the

burner) ¼ 13 mm, the representative temperature and H2O

concentration change only slightly with the axial height,

indicating that the combustion reactions there have reached

equilibrium.

Both the representative temperature and the composi-

tions change dynamically with time because the chemical

status of the mixture within each zone is constantly evolved

due to the spatial exchange with its neighbors through the

zone border, the chemical reactions, as well as the differ-

ential diffusion in the mixture fraction space. The diffusion

of radicals across the mixture fraction space can also ignite

the mixture in the surrounding mixture fraction bins, which

mimics the one of the important ignition mechanism in

high-speed flows due to radical farming in the physical

space. The dynamic update in zone division can also alter the

flamelet since different CFD cells may be contained in one

flamelet zone. After updating the zone division, the new

flamelet is collecting from its zone-owned CFD cells by

summing the old flamelet(s) with the weight of the proba-

bility density function multiplied by the cell mass,

4

�����hzone; new ¼
 P

cell
C4jhDzone; old $ Pðh

!
$ rDV

!, P
cell

rDV

!
, where

DV is the cell volume. As seen, both the zone division and the

flamelet are dynamically updated to better represent the local

chemical status in terms of mixture fraction within each

flamelet zone.

The historical statistics of instantaneous temperature

versus mixture fraction are shown in Fig. 9. The temperature

is used because it is directly resolved from the energy

transport equation rather than the integration from the

flamelet libraries. Two types of zone division methods are

used, i.e., a fixed zone based on the physical coordinates as in

the traditional CMC implementation, and the current dy-

namic zone division adaptive to the mixture fraction field.

Different colors are used to differentiate the data points in

different zones. As seen, the data points in the fixed zone are

rather scarce in the mixture fraction space and span over

wider ranges of mixture fraction space. Whereas the data

points in the dynamic zone cluster around the narrow
Fig. 9 e Historical statistics of temperature versus mixture fra
mixture fraction subspace that is allocated to the zone,

therefore the operation of conditional average is physically

more accurate and the assumption on the conditional fluc-

tuation terms in Eq. (5) can be safely made.
Conclusions

A dynamic zone flamelet model (DZFM) is proposed in this

study to better represent the local chemical status under

different turbulence-chemistry interactions and to alleviate

the computational cost in supersonic modeling. The model

divides the whole computational domain into a finite number

of control zones with the chemical status in each zone rep-

resented by a local flamelet. Through adapting the zone divi-

sion with the time-variant mixture fraction field, the

scattering of variables over the mixture fraction space is in

controllable small, thus the representative flamelet charac-

terizes the real scalar distribution better. The flamelet within

each zone is constantly evolved due to the spatial exchange

among its neighbors through the zone border, the chemical

reactions, as well as the differential diffusion in the mixture

fraction space. In highly compressible supersonic flows, the

density, temperature, and velocity do not correlate with the

mixture fraction any more, thus only the flamelet equations

for species are solved, while a statistical method is used to

obtain the representative temperature within each flamelet

zone. Both the zone division and the flamelet are dynamically

updated to better represent the local chemical status in the

mixture fraction space.

The zone-based flamelet model is then applied to the

modeling of a supersonic hydrogen jet flame in the framework

of high-fidelity large eddy simulation based on 106.23 million

cells and 30,0� 91 flamelet zones, whose grid and zone in-

dependence have been validated. The axial and radial velocity

profiles agree well with the DNS data. The radial temperature

profiles indicate that the current model well reproduces the

auto-ignition process at the flame base and the reaction

progress at different axial heights. The autoignition process

and the flame lift-off phenomenon are well reproduced by the

current model, which offers a more accurate description of

the local chemical status and is superior to the traditional

flameletmodel based on a single flamelet. In the flamelets, the

representative temperature and the concentration of the

product (H2O) clearly show a gradually increasing trend as the
ction at y ¼ 17D for (a) fixed zone and (b) dynamic zone.
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axial height increases, which is an indication of the successful

auto-ignition and the proceeding of the reaction progress to-

wards the equilibrium. Through constantly adapting the zone

division with the time-variant mixture fraction field, each

flamelet zone corresponds to a narrow mixture fraction sub-

space. Compared with the fixed zone approach, the data

points in the dynamic zone are clustering around the mixture

fraction that is allocated to the zone, therefore the conditional

average is physically more accurate. .The DZFM calculation

with 30,0� 91 zones takes only 17.7%, even less than 1/5 of the

cost of the finite-rate chemistry modeling. The ratio of com-

bustion modeling time to the entire computational time in-

creases almost linearly with the zone discretization number,

from 15.4% for 1� 91 zones to 41.2% for 30,0� 91 zones, while

more than half, 61.5% of the cost is spent in the finite-rate

chemistry modeling.
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